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FOR PEACE

The Fondazione Mediterraneo – network
for dialogue among societies and culture – is
an international non‑profit Organisation
of Social Utility (Onlus) planned in 1991 by
Michele Capasso and established in 1994 in
Naples with the aim of promoting dialogue
and peace in Mediterranean areas and all
around the world.
It includes specialists and internationally
recognised scholars on the Mediterranean,
politicians with international and diplomatic
experience, and who have been involved in
actions to promote dialogue and peace.
The Fondazione is composed by a Scientific
Council and an International Committee.
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The Fondazione Mediterraneo is legally rec‑
ognised by (Statute):
• the Region of Campania, via decree n.
11315 of the 25/03/1997;
• the Italian Ministry for Heritage and Cultural
Activities, via their decree of 20/04/1999
(published in G. U. n. 113 of 17/05/1999).
• Declarations n. 2228 of 18/05/1999 and n.
2079 of 17/11/2004 of the Region of Cam‑
pania decreed it an «Institution of High
Culture». States, regions, provinces, cities,
local communities, institutions, universities
and organisations of 38 Euro‑Mediterra‑
nean countries – representing beyond 400

million citizens – have officially recognised
the Fondazione.
The Fondazione Mediterraneo began its action
with an intense activity in favour of the people
from ex‑Yugoslavia – who suffered the biggest
conflict in the heart of Europe after the Sec‑
ond World War – then it became a reference
point to stimulate partnerships in an ever‑more
multicultural and globalised world, particularly
among the Mediterranean, Europe and the Is‑
lamic world. It constitutes, with its partners
and with its other offices (located in various
countries) a Network for the dialogue among
society and cultures. Further, it recognises that
civil society within its member countries – in‑
cluding within local communities, universities,
private organisations, professional orders, un‑
ions, NGOs, network associations, the media,
etc. – is the key factor to progress regarding
human rights, political security, culture, econo‑
my, science, sustainable development, and dis‑
semination of information.
The Fondazione is dedicated to the realisation

of a Greater Mediterranean, a concept both
historical and strategic. It works in coopera‑
tion with the countries of the Middle East, the
Gulf and the Black Sea in order to promote in‑
ternational understanding through the promo‑
tion of awareness of the social, cultural, and
self‑identification realities that exist in the
Greater Mediterranean, encouraging closer
interaction and highlighting shared interests
in respect of fundamental human rights and
equality between the genders. In particular,
it develops human resources and intellectual
cooperation in multidisciplinary fields.
During the last twenty years the Fondazione
acted as an organization that is free from bu‑
reaucracy and in which every resource is in‑
vested directly in the field: the great number
of partnership accords signed, and of partner‑
ships with civil society and with institutions
active in different projects – together with
the actions realized (more than 3000 events
in 41 Countries) – are indications of the high
impact reached and of the concrete results
achieved.

